Actually, this is not a review of past and recent works on reliability theory and adjoining areas. It is rather a selected bibliography with brief comments. Of course, any such selected bibliography or review reflects knowledge, experience and even scientific taste of the author. Nevertheless, I hope that, in general, the depicted picture of recent reliability theory state is more or less objective. Reliability Theory is alive but is it still developed? That’s the question. History teaches the continuity of the development of science. We know that every age has its own problems, which the fol Bibliography is one of the primary tools used for reference by the Librarians. With the help of the primary tools, the librarian is able to identify the books and the reading material by title, author or subject and help the readers when they approach him for information. There are various forms and numerous definitions of bibliographies, but no single definition is suitable for all situations. In the eighteenth century, in France the meaning of Bibliography changed from the “writing of books” to “writing about books”. This induced a more significant development in the publication of Pollard’s Shakespeare’s folios and quartos (1909) contributing to textural bibliography, helpful in establishing the authenticity and accuracy of texts. This is a bibliography of selected publications on the history of Australia. Barker, Anthony. What Happened When: A Chronology of Australia from 1788. Allen & Unwin. 2000. online edition. Bambrick, Susan ed. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Australia (1994). Barker, Anthony. What Happened When: A Chronology of Australia from 1788. Allen & Unwin. 2000. online edition. Bassett, Jan. The Oxford Illustrated Dictionary of Australian History (1998). online at OUP also excerpt and text search. Australian studies: acquisitions and collection development for libraries/Ed. G.E. Gorman. - London: Mansell, 1992. Bustin, M. Relationships among faculty ratings, academic area, and price for current periodicals in a large land-grant university library // Libr. acquisitions: Practice and theory. -1994. - Vol. 18, N 3. - P. 265-276. Butrina, G.A. Obiazaatel’nyi besplatnyi ekzempliar- osnova formi-rovaniia biblioteki. // Bibliotechnoe delo na DV: novaia situatsiia. Â The legal deposit and the national bibliography (foreign experience). Dzhigo, A.A. Federal’naja programma knigoizdania: mnenie spe- tialista: [O tselevom knigoizdanii dlia komplektovaniia bibliotek]. // Mir bibliotek segodnia: Nauchno-informatsionnyi sbornik.